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Abstract
There is a growing cross-disciplinary effort in the broad domain of optimization and learning
with streams of data, applied to settings where traditional batch optimization techniques cannot
produce solutions at time scales that match the inter-arrival times of the data points due to computational and/or communication bottlenecks. Special types of online algorithms can handle this
situation, and this article focuses on such time-varying optimization algorithms, with emphasis
on Machine Leaning and Signal Processing, as well as data-driven Control. Approaches for the
design of time-varying or online first-order optimization methods are discussed, with emphasis
on algorithms that can handle errors in the gradient, as may arise when the gradient is estimated.
Insights on performance metrics and accompanying claims are provided, along with evidence of
cases where algorithms that are provably convergent in batch optimization may perform poorly
in an online regime. The role of distributed computation is discussed. Illustrative numerical
examples for a number of applications of broad interest are provided to convey key ideas.

I. O PTIMIZATION AND L EARNING W ITH I NFORMATION S TREAMS
Convex optimization underpins many important Statistical Learning, Signal Processing (SP),
and Machine Learning (ML) applications. From the dawn of these fields, where least squares
and kernel-based regression were prevalent across many research domains [1], 1 to contemporary
Big Data applications for online social media, the Internet, and complex infrastructures, convex
optimization enabled the development of core SP and ML algorithms and provided means to
uncover fundamental insights on implementation trade-offs. Modern Big Data problems, involving
tasks as diverse as kernel-based learning, sparse subspace clustering, support vector machines,
and subspace tracking via low-rank models, have stimulated a rich set of research efforts that led
to breakthrough approaches for the development of scalable, efficient, and parallelizable dataprocessing and learning algorithms. Many of these algorithms come with a precise analysis of
the convergence rates in various settings [2].
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Despite these advances, the advent of streaming data sources in many engineering and science
domains poses severe computational strains on existing algorithmic solutions. The ability to store,
process, and leverage information from heterogeneous and high-dimensional data streams using
solutions that are grounded on batch optimization methods [3], [4] can no longer be taken for
granted. Timely application areas that strive for real-time and distributed data processing and
learning methods include networked autonomous vehicles, power grids, communication systems
and the emerging Internet-of-Things (IoT) infrastructure, among many others.
In this article, we review the recent time-varying optimization framework [5]–[8], which poses
a sequence of optimization problems, and departs from batch optimization on a central processor
in favor of computationally-light algorithmic solutions where data points are processed on-thefly and without central storage. A first goal is to illustrate how the time-varying optimization
formalism can naturally provide means to model SP and ML tasks with streams of data (with
a number of instances provided in Table I). The paper then addresses key questions pertaining
to the design and analysis of first-order algorithms that can effectively solve these time-varying
optimization problems; in particular, key aspects that will be highlighted include: i) challenges
in the design of online algorithms, along with concepts that relate the inter-arrival time of the
data and the computational time of the algorithmic steps; ii) relevant metrics that can be utilized
to analyze the performance of the algorithms; in particular, guidelines for the selection of given
performance metrics (based on the mathematical structure of the time-varying problem) will be
provided; and, iii) challenges related to distributed implementation of the online algorithms.
Before proceeding, we also point out that, beyond SP and ML, the time-varying optimization
setting considered here is relevant also for emerging data-driven control (DDC) architectures,
where learning applications are tightly-integrated components of closed-loop control systems.
In this case, learning components may provide means to evaluate or approximate on-the-fly
constraints and costs [7], [9], or to drive the output of dynamical systems to solutions of timevarying optimization problems by learning first-order information of the cost functions [10], [11]
(see Table I for some examples of instances); this is an area that is rooted at the crossroads of SP,
ML, Optimization and Control, with a natural cross-fertilization of tools and methods developed
by different communities (and the divisions can be somewhat arbitrary).
Batch/convergence vs online/tracking. A central question related to ML and DDC applications pertains to the ability of existing iterative optimization algorithms — especially first-order
methods [2], [4] — to handle data streams effectively. Suppose that data points arrive sequentially
at intervals of δ > 0 seconds; discretize the temporal axis as t ∈ T := {kδ : δ > 0, k ∈ N},
where δ can be selected as the inter-arrival time of data, and suppose that a given ML task
involves the solution of the following problem at time t ∈ T , based on data Zt = {zτ , τ ∈ Wt }
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TABLE I
E XAMPLE OF INSTANCES OF ROBUST ONLINE ALGORITHMS (? : I LLUSTRATED IN THIS ARTICLE ).
Machine Learning / Signal Processing

Data-driven Closed-loop Control

Subspace tracking? , robust subspace tracking [12]

Measurement-based online algorithms? [7]

?

Subspace clustering, sparse subspace clustering [1], [13]

Extremum seeking [11]

Sparse [2], kernel-based [1], robust, linear regression [1]

Online optimization as feedback controller [10]

Zeroth-order methods [14], bandit methods [15], [16]

Predictive control with Gaussian Processes [9]

Support vector machines [1]
Learning problems over networks [17]

gathered over a (possibly sliding) window Wt ⊂ T :
Find ft∗ := min ft (xt ; Zt )
xt ∈Xt

or x∗t ∈ argmin ft (xt ; Zt )

(1)

xt ∈Xt

where x∗t ∈ Rn is the parameter of interest, Xt ⊆ Rn is a non-empty closed convex set, and the
time-varying function may take the form ft (xt ; Zt ) := ht (xt ; Zt ) + gt (xt ), with ht convex and
Lt -smooth (i.e, ∇ht is Lt -Lipschitz continuous) and gt convex but not necessarily smooth. For

example, to illustrate the temporal variability of the function as well as the explicit dependency of
the cost on the data stream, for an `1 -regularized least-squared problem one may have ft (xt ; Zt ) =
P
2
τ ∈Wt kAτ xt − bτ k2 + λt kxt k1 , with λt > 0 a time-varying sparsity-promoting parameter,
Zτ = {Aτ , bτ , τ ∈ Wt }, and Wt = {t − W, . . . , t}. As another example, problem (1) could be

used for subspace tracking based on a sliding window of (vectorized) video images, by setting
ht to be a least-squares term, and gt a nuclear norm regularization [12] (these examples will be

illustrated shortly). Hereafter, to simplify the notation, we drop Zt from the cost function, letting
the dependency of ft on the data be implicit.
Supposing that (1) is solved using a proximal gradient method or an accelerated proximal gradient method (proximal gradient methods are generalizations of projected gradient methods, see [2],
[4]), it is known that when ft is convex and ht is L-smooth, the number of iterations required to
p
obtain an objective function within an error  is O(Lkxt,0 − x∗t k2 /) and O( Lkxt,0 − x∗t k2 /),

respectively, with xt,0 the starting point for the algorithm, and x∗t the optimal solution at time
t [2], [4] (O refers to the big O notation). If one can computationally afford a number of proximal

gradient steps in the above order within an interval δ , then it is clear that x∗t can be identified,
within an acceptable error, at each step t. However, what if data points arrive at a rate such that
only a few steps (or even just one step) can be performed before a new datum arrives?
Continuing to use the proximal gradient method as a running example, and taking the extreme
(yet realistic) case where only one step can be performed within an interval δ , conventional

Sub-optimality of objective function
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Fig. 1. Example of a 50 dimensional time-varying least-squares problem, defined using a sliding window of 50 data
points, for 950 time points; two big jumps in the solution near time indices 250 and 550 (by design). Left: Convergence
in the static case; Right: plot shows the performance of various algorithms on tracking the optimal objective value.
Nesterov ver. 1 does not use knowledge of strong convexity, while ver. 2 does. The non-linear conjugate gradient exploits
the quadratic objective to have an exact line-search (usually impractical), and is the variant from [3, Eq. (5.49)].

wisdom would suggest to utilize the following online implementation:
xt = proxαt gt ,Xt {xt−1 − αt ∇x ht (xt−1 )},


where proxαg,X {y} := arg minx∈X g(x) +

1
2α kx

t = 1, 2, . . .

(2)

− yk22 is the proximal operator [4], {αt } is a

given step-size sequence, and ft is built based on new data up to time t (and possibly discarding
older data, as in a sliding window mode)2 . Relevant questions in this setting revolve around the
definition of suitable metrics to analytically characterize the performance of the algorithm (2),
since the classical notions of convergence and -accurate solutions for batch optimization are no
longer suitable. Viewing (1) under the lens of a time-varying optimization formalism [6]–[8],
[12], [17], metrics that are related to tracking of the sequence {ft∗ , t ∈ N} or sequences of
optimal solutions {x∗t , t ∈ N} will be discussed in Section III.

Before proceeding, we bring up a point that highlights another challenge in designing and
analyzing online algorithms. One may surmise that a naı̈ve online implementation of algorithms
conceived for batch computation may just work well, with algorithms that are faster for batch
optimization still being faster in time-varying optimization. However, this is not always the case.
Surprisingly, the best algorithms in the static case may be the worst algorithms in the dynamic
case, as shown in our illustrative numerical results in Fig. 1. The heavy ball method can even
diverge for a simple time-varying least-squares problem.
Time-varying optimization vis-à-vis online learning. The time-varying optimization formalism is closely aligned with existing works on “online learning in dynamic environments”
2

We stress that it may be possible to perform multiple proximal-gradient steps within an interval δ, but we consider

the case of one step to simplify the notation.
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[12], [18]–[21] from a basic mathematical standpoint. However, a key conceptual difference
is that the online algorithms for time-varying optimization described here are “computation
limited,” whereas online learning is “data limited” or “information limited” (but not necessarily
computation limited). To understand the term “data limited,” take as an example the online
learning framework in a learner-environment setting outlined in [18], [19]. In this case, the online
learning counterpart of (2) could be written as xt = proxαt gt−1 ,X {xt−1 − αt ∇x ht−1 (xt−1 )}; that
is, a typical online learning algorithm produces a “prediction” xt based on information of the
cost function (in the form of functions or functional evaluations) and data that are available up to
the time t − 1 (although there is no consensus on the terminology “learning” vs “optimization”
in the literature for this learner-environment setting, we will hereafter use the term “learning” for
algorithms that predict xt based on ft−1 ; we will use the term “optimization” for the case where
ft is known at time t). Once the prediction xt is computed, partial or full feedback regarding

the function ft is revealed. The performance of online learning is therefore evaluated relative
to the best action in hindsight; that is, relative to the case where ft is available to the learner.
Furthermore, the majority of the online learning frameworks assume that the set Xt is static; this

is to avoid infeasibility of xt that one may have if Xt is unknown to the learner at time t.

On the other hand, the time-varying optimization setting outlined here is mainly driven by
computational bottlenecks. At time t, information regarding the function ft to be minimized is
available in terms of either its functional form or (an estimate of) its gradients. The algorithm
then seeks to obtain an optimal solution {x∗t }; however, because of complexity and data rate
considerations, only one or a few algorithmic steps can be performed within δ seconds, before a
new datum zt+1 arrives (and the process then restarts in order to seek a new optimizer {x∗t+1 }).
While we allow for multiple algorithmic steps within δ seconds, online learning methods such
as the online mirror descent [18], [19] typically consider only one step. As explained shortly in
Section III, the performance of a time-varying algorithm is measured against the solution that
would have been obtained had we had the time to run an algorithm to convergence at each
interval δ . In this time-varying setting, concepts that relate the inter-arrival time of the data,
the sampling time δ , and the computational time of the algorithms play a key role, and clearly
assumptions must be made about how ft varies over time. For example, there might be enough
time to compute two gradients of ft , or one gradient and two function evaluations (for a line
search), so an algorithm can choose how to spend computational resources.
It is also worth mentioning that, while the considered online learning example involved a
proximal-gradient step (to highlight the subtleties relative to (2)), computationally-heavier learning
algorithms can be utilized to produce the prediction xt , with the computational effort between
time-slots not necessarily being a concern [20], [21]. For example, the popular follow-the-leader
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Fig. 2. Online learning and time-varying optimization are both sequential, but in online learning data is limited
in the sense that ft is not available. In time-varying optimization, there is no restriction of information, but the
full problem cannot be solved within a single time step due to computational cost. The right-most plot provides
an illustrative distinction between: (i) time-varying algorithms, that have knowledge of ft , but are computationallylimited; (ii) classical learning methods (such as the follow-the-leader method) that do not necessarily have computational
limitations [20], [21]; and, (iii) online learning, where only one algorithmic step is performed per time interval (such
as the online mirror descent method [19]). In both (ii) and (iii), no knowledge of ft is available.

method requires a batch solution of an optimization problem at each time step if the cost functions
are not linear [20]. In Fig. 2, we refer to this setting as “classical learning”.
We focus here on algorithms implemented with a constant step-size; this is a natural choice
for cases where the optimal solution {x∗t } remains transient and the algorithm runs indefinitely.
This is another distinction relative to online learning with a time-invariant optimizer, where
the step-size may depend on the time-horizon or a “doubling trick” [20, Sec. 2.3.1] is utilized
(with the latter still involving changes in the algorithm based on how many iterations have been
taken). An example to distinguish standard online learning from time-varying optimization is
spam filtering. At time t, a user receives an email message with features zt , and their email
software must decide whether to label the email as a spam message or a legitimate message.
An online learning problem in this scenario is to make the best use of prior emails (and their
correct labels) to make a prediction for the new email, after which the user will supply the correct
answer, and the software will take this into account at time t + 1. A time-varying problem in this
scenario is the case where we assume that all users receive the same type of spam email and
thus do not need an individually trained classifier, but that the nature of email spam evolves over
time, and hence the email provider must update the spam classifier every day. The email provider
has access to all the emails of their users, and thus plenty of data, but might use a complicated
classifier that cannot be completely trained in one day.
II. T IME -VARYING A LGORITHMS
We will overview online algorithms to track solutions of time-varying problems of the form (1)
that are designed based on three key principles:
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[P1] First-order methods. First-order methods are computationally-light, they facilitate the derivation of parallel and distributed architectures, and they can handle non-smooth objectives by
leveraging the proximal mapping [2], [4]. In the context of this article, they exhibit robustness
to inaccuracies in the gradient information — an important feature further explained next3 .
[P2] Approximate first-order information. We consider first-order algorithms that are robust to
inaccurate gradient estimates; more precisely, the online algorithm is executed using a sequence
{vt , t ∈ N}, with well-posed assumptions on the sequence of differences et := ∇x ht (xt−1 ) − vt .

For example, assumptions relative to et in existing literature involve boundedness of ket k (in a

given norm) [22], [23], as explained in Section III. In a stochastic case, boundedness of E[ket k]
(where E[·] denotes expectation) is presumed [12]. This setting finds important applications in
ML and DDC with data streaming, with prime examples outlined shortly.
[P3] Distributed computation. We cover problems of the form (1) or suitable reformulations that
are to be solved collaboratively by a network.
We start by revisiting the proximal gradient method (2) under the lens of [P1]–[P2]. This
algorithm is relevant for a number of instances listed in Table I, in particular when Xt = Rn

or projection onto the sets {Xt , t ∈ T } is computationally cheap. We then turn the attention to
primal-dual methods and variants [24]; these methods are naturally applicable to the case where
the set Xt in (1) is expressed as Xt = Yt ∩ {x : ct (x) ≤ 0}, with Yt convex (and involving a
computationally-cheap projection), and ct a vector-valued convex function; here, the constraint
ct (x) ≤ 0 is dualized to construct the Lagrangian function. This setting is relevant, for example,

in network optimization problems with data streams [7], [17], [24]. On the other hand, a similar
structure emerge in consensus-based reformulations of (1), where Xt = Yt ∩ {x : Cx = 0}, with
C a given consensus matrix constructed based on the communication graph [25]–[27].

A. Proximal gradient method
The online algorithm (2) with approximate first-order information amounts to the sequential
execution of the following step:
xt = proxαt gt ,Xt {xt−1 − αt vt },

t = 1, 2, . . .

(3)

where we recall that vt ≈ ∇ht (xt ). If gt = 0, (3) reduces to the online projected gradient method
with approximate gradient information. We focus our attention to algorithms with a constant stepsize; that is, αt = α > 0 for all t ∈ N; this is reasonable when no prior on the evolution of
the problem is available, and the algorithm is executed indefinitely (as opposed to a given finite
3

In some scenarios, second-order information is computationally cheap to obtain and then second-order methods are

competitive (cf. [8] in the context of prediction-correction methods) but we do not pursue these methods here.
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Fig. 3. Results of robust PCA on traffic footage. Left: 2 iterations of proximal gradient per time video clip. Right:
10 iterations of proximal gradient per video clip.

interval). The algorithm (3) is the starting point for all variants we consider, and handles the key
issues of the time-varying setting, namely functions and constraints (and hence the optimizers)
possibly changing at each step t, and inexact gradients. The algorithm (3) is utilized in the
examples of applications presented in Section II-B. Section II-C will discuss a more general
algorithm based on Lagrangian functions, and Section III will elaborate on performance metrics.
B. Examples of applications of the proximal gradient method
• ML example #1: Subspace tracking for video streaming. Robust principal component anal-

ysis (PCA) can be used to separate foreground from background in video, among many other
applications. The model is that a matrix Z ∈ Rp

2

×T ,

which encodes a video as p2 pixels by

T video-frames, can be decomposed as Z ≈ S + L where S is sparse (foreground) and L is

low-rank (background). Now suppose Zt is a video clip, and Zt+1 is the subsequent video clip,
and the objective is to decompose all video clips into foreground and background in a streaming
and real-time fashion. This form of robust subspace tracking was considered by [12], and is
modeled by solving the following problem (for parameters λ, ρ > 0):
ρ
min λkSt k1 + kLt k∗ + kLt + St − Zt k2F = min λkSt k1 + min kLt k∗ +
Lt
Lt ,St
St | {z }
2
|
gt (St )

where the term kLt k∗ is the nuclear norm.

ρ
kLt + St − Zt k2F
2
{z
}

ht (St )

(4)

Identifying gt and ht as in Eq. (4), then ht is differentiable and ∇ht is ρ-Lipschitz continu-

ous [28, Prop. 12.30], and ∇ht (St ) = ρ(L + St − Zt ) where L solves the inner minimization
e := Zt −St [28,
problem and can be computed using the singular value decomposition (SVD) of Z
Ex. 24.69]. To speed up computation, the SVD algorithm may be allowed to produce small errors,

such as in randomized SVD methods [29], iterative methods like Lanczos, or in methods with
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large roundoff error. In particular, if T  p2 , an efficient SVD algorithm is to compute the
eT Z
e ; this multiplication and EVD operation have the same
eigenvalue decomposition (EVD) of Z
asymptotic flop count as the usual SVD, but is faster since it has smaller constants and can exploit

well-tuned matrix multiply algorithms (especially true on the GPU). It has higher numerical error
e . There are other choices for defining gt and ht , such
due to squaring the condition number of Z
as those in [12], but our choices fit into the approximate gradient framework which comes with
guarantees. Eq. (4) fits into Eq. (1) by letting xt be a vectorized version of St with X = Rn and
n = p2 T , and ft = gt + ht .

To illustrate the example, we took a dataset of 254 traffic video clips from [30], of resolution
48×48 so p2 = 2304, and T in the range of 48 to 52, and chose λ = 1/p and ρ = 10. Most video

clips are from subsequent times, but there is a jump between the last clip in the evening and the
first clip in the morning. On a 2-core laptop, a single proximal gradient step takes about 0.0022
seconds. Thus for real-time processing, assuming a frame rate of 25 frames/second, one could
take just under 20 iterations per video clip. Fig. 3 illustrates the proximal gradient algorithm
taking just 2 iterations per clip (left) and 10 iterations per clip (right). Obviously taking more
iterations per video clip leads to better results. The quality of the background component is much
better for clip 160 than it is for clip 40, also as expected.
• ML example #2: Online sparse subspace clustering. Subspace tracking identifies a shared

low-dimensional subspace that explains most of the data [1]; on the other hand, subspace clustering is a key ML application utilized to group data points that lie in low-dimensional affine
spaces [1]. Subspace clustering is useful when data points lie near low-dimensional affine spaces
and represent qualitatively different real-world objects based on their respective affine spaces.

Fig. 4. The average image of data points labeled as representing a certain person as “time” increases and convergence
to tracking error is reached, for times {1, 40, 80, 120, 160, 200}. “Time” refers to which sliding window of the data
set is being used.

Here we illustrate an approach referred to as sparse subspace clustering [13]; it involves the
solution of a sparse representation problem, followed by spectral clustering applied to the graph
corresponding to the similarity matrix formed using the minimizer of the sparse representation
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<latexit sha1_base64="WwuHAIDkmdoaSx2hO7yX5zaewd0=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="YkE2tSE88ppMIk5oXGWvfdQprqQ=">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</latexit>

compute
<latexit sha1_base64="NpIO2YTHJSB9XV2dv8Odagpq70Q=">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</latexit>

vt
<latexit sha1_base64="WwuHAIDkmdoaSx2hO7yX5zaewd0=">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</latexit>

Measurement unit

starget
t

B

Controllable DER

<latexit sha1_base64="HS9uAcNJHqrI39jJyRzxTSB0kZk=">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</latexit>

Non-controllable
<latexit sha1_base64="XYGrK4XYN3sCmzsFZ4VyGnHexGU=">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
sha1_base64="XYGrK4XYN3sCmzsFZ4VyGnHexGU=">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</latexit>

Measurements

Tm

Fg 5
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problem In particular the sparse representation problem [13] is
min

X ∈RN ×N

1
λkXt k1 + kZt Xt − Zt k2F s t diag(Xt ) = 0 and XTt 1 = 1
|
{z
}
| {z } |2
{z
}
g (X )

h (X )

(5)

X

where k · k1 is the vector `1 -norm diag(Xt ) is the vector consisting of the diagonal elements
of Xt and 0 and 1 are vectors of all zeros and ones respectively Letting xt be a vectorized
version of Xt with n = N 2 this fits in the framework of (1) Zt is a sliding window so that the
clustering problem does not grow in the number of data points that need to be labeled in order
to avoid creating a growing computational demand Fig 4 visually represents the evolution of the
center of one subspace by averaging the data points of one cluster and showing how it changes
over time starting with a mixture of faces and then converging on the identity of a single person
• DDC example #1: Measurement-based online network optimization Consider a physical

network (e g a power system a transportation network or a communication network) described
by a input-output map st = Axt + Bwt with xt a vector of control inputs wt ∈ Rw (possibly
unknown) exogenous inputs and A ∈ Rs×n B ∈ Rs×w known network matrices; the vector

st collects network outputs For example in power systems wt collects the power consumed

by uncontrollable loads throughout the (possibly very large) network xt collects controllable
power injections st collects power flows and the network map is based on a linearized power
flow model [22] As an illustrative example suppose that the function ht in (1) is ht (x) =
a ge
1
2 kAxt + Bwt − st

k22 in an effort to drive the network output towards a time-varying reference
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point starget
. The gradient of ht in this case reads ∇x ht (xt ) = AT (Axt +Bwt −starget
). Evaluating
t
t
the gradient requires one to measure or estimate the vector wt at each step of the algorithm, and
this task can be problematic (if not even impossible) in many real-world applications. If, on the
other hand, sensors are deployed to measure the network output st , then a proxy of the gradient
can be constructed as vt = AT (b
st − starget
), with b
st a measurement of st [7]. Because of the
t

inherent measurement errors, but also because of a possibly inaccurate knowledge of the model

matrix A, vt is a noisy version of ∇x ht (xt ). An example of measurement-based architectural
framework is illustrated in Figure 5, for an application to power systems (adapted from [22]).
C. Handling Lagrangian functions
Consider now the case where Xt = Yt ∩ {x : ct (x) ≤ 0}; we recall that his setting is relevant,
for example, in network optimization problems with data streams [7], [24] or in SP and ML
applications where the projection onto Xt can be computationally intensive. Focusing first on the

case where ft (xt ) is strongly convex, we consider the design of first-order algorithms based on
the time-varying saddle-point problem [24]:
r
min max Lt (xt , λt ) := ft (xt ) + λTt ct (xt ) − kλt k22
xt ∈Yt λt ∈Rm
2
+

(6)

where Lt (xt , λt ) is a regularized Lagrangian function, r ≥ 0 is a regularization parameter, and
λt ∈ Rm
+ is the vector of multipliers associated with the constraint ct (x) ≤ 0. Accordingly, based

on the principles [P1]–[P2], an approximate online primal-dual method is of the form [7]:
n
o
(L)
(c)
(1
−
r)λ
+
αv
(7)
xt = proxαgt ,Yt {xt−1 − αvt }, λt = projRm
t−1
t
+
(c)

where vt

(L)

is a proxy for the gradient of Lt with respect to λt , and vt

is an estimate of

∇x ht (x) + JTct (x)λt−1 , with Jct denoting the Jacobian of ct (i.e., an estimate of the gradient of

the smooth part of the regularized Lagrangian). It is important to notice that if r = 0, then (6)
reverts to the standard Lagrangian function; then, (7) can be utilized to track optimal primal-dual
trajectories of (1) based on metrics grounded on the notion of regret, but there are no linear
convergence results due to the lack of strong convexity of the dual problem [24], [31]. When
r > 0, then Lt (xt , λt ) becomes r-strongly concave in λt and linear convergence results are

available at the cost of tracking an approximate solution. This will be discussed in Section III.
III. P ERFORMANCE A NALYSIS : W HICH M ETRICS ?
Given the temporal variability of the underlying optimization problems, the so-called dynamic
regret [12], [16]–[19], [32], and (a slightly modified notion of) Q-linear convergence [7], [8],
[12] are metrics that can be used to characterize the performance of time-varying algorithms. This
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section discusses these metrics and relevant bounding techniques. Further, this section provides
guidelines on the adoption of given performance metrics, based on the mathematical structure of
the time-varying problem.
It is first necessary to make assumptions on (i) a “measure” of the temporal variability of (1),
and (ii) the “correctness” of the first-order information {vt }. Measures of the latter include [23]:
Et :=

t
X

eτ

and/or

Et0 :=

τ =1

t
X

e2τ ,

τ =1

where et := k∇x ht (xt−1 ) − vt k,

(8)

with Et and Et0 representing the error accumulated up to time t. Stochastic counterparts of (8)
of the form E[et ] are also considered as discussed in, e.g., [12].
Temporal variability of the problem (1) could be measured based on how fast its optimal
solutions evolve; more precisely, assuming first that the cost in (1) is strongly convex at all times
(and, therefore, the trajectory {x∗t , t ∈ T } is unique), one can consider [7], [8], [12]:
σt :=

kx∗t

−

x∗t−1 k,

Σt :=

t
X

στ ,

(9)

τ =1

with Σt referred to as “path length” or “cumulative drifting.” The metric (9) can be utilized
also when ft is a function of random parameters drawn from a time-varying distribution; see,
e.g., [33]. When the cost is convex but not strongly convex, (9) refers to a non-unique path and its
respective length; however, an alternative measure that resolves this ambiguity involves a notion
of worst-case path length [16]:
Σm
t

:=

max

{x∗τ ∈Xτ∗ ,τ =1,...,t}

t
X
τ =1

kx∗τ − x∗τ −1 k ,

(10)

where Xτ∗ denotes the set of optimal solutions at time τ .
Additional metrics have been considered to capture the temporal variability of the underlying
problem; for example, a variant of (9) involving a dynamical model is proposed in [19]. As
P
another example, the metric Σct (w) := tτ =1 kw − xτ k2 , where w is a suitable “comparator”;
P
for example, w could be the center of the solution trajectory w = (1/τ ) τi=1 x∗i to capture the

diameter of the minimizer sequence. For completeness, we also mention that, assuming that the
constraint set Xt is static (that is, Xt = X for all t), then additional metrics are [16], [18]
Σft :=

t
X

sup |fτ (x) − fτ −1 (x)|, and Σgt :=

τ =1 x∈X

t
X

sup |∇hτ (x) − ∇hτ −1 (x)|,

τ =1 x∈X

where, however, compactness of X is needed to ensure finite value of Σft .

(11)
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A. Strongly convex time-varying functions: Linear convergence
We start by considering the case where the function ht in the cost of (1) is µt -strongly convex4
and Lt -smooth, with µt ≤ Lt . Strong convexity implies that the sequence of optimal solutions
{x∗t , t ∈ T } is unique; therefore, a pertinent performance assessment involves the analysis of

the tracking error sequence {kxt − x∗t k2 , t ∈ T } [7], [8]. To this end, one can obtain a slightly
modified notion of Q-linear convergence of the form [7], [8]:
kxt − x∗t k2 ≤ qt kxt−1 − x∗t−1 k2 + Bt (et , σt )

(12)

for some t ≥ t0 (that is, without considering the transient behavior of the algorithm), where
qt ∈ (0, 1) is the contraction coefficient, and Bt : R2 → R is a function of the drifting σt and

the gradient error et . Assuming that there exists a scalar B(e, σ) that upper bounds the elements
of the sequence {Bt (et , σt )}, where σ < +∞ and e < +∞ are bounds for σt and et for all t,
respectively, (12) naturally leads to the following asymptotic result:
lim sup kxt − x∗t k2 ≤
t→+∞

B(e, σ)
1−q

(13)

where q := sup{qt }, which bounds the maximum tracking error.
Concrete expressions for (13) are provided in the following two examples.
• Online proximal method and projected gradient method. For the example (3), one has

that qt = max{|1 − αt µt |, |1 − αt Lt |} [4]; therefore, (12) is a contraction (i.e., qt < 1) when
αt < 2/Lt . Taking a constant step-size α < 2/ sup{Lt }, one has that the bound (13) is given by
αe + qσ
lim sup kxt − x∗t k2 ≤
.
(14)
1−q
t→+∞

When σ = 0, one recovers results for the convergence of batch algorithms with errors in the
gradient. Note also that this result allows for an approximate gradient (e > 0) calculation.
We refer the reader to [34] for more results on linear convergence in the static setting when
the cost function satisfies some relaxed strong convexity conditions.
• Online primal-dual method. We now turn the attention to primal-dual gradient methods

based on the Lagrangian function (6). The linear convergence results above are modified in this
case to account for both primal and dual variables; that is, we consider the tracking error sequence
{kzt − z∗t k2 , t ∈ T }, where zt := [xTt , λTt ]T . In this case, the definition of the drifting σt is also

modified accordingly as σtpd := kz∗t − z∗t−1 k.

Still assuming that ft is strongly convex, the traditional (un-regularized) Lagrangian function

is not strongly concave in λt and thus no linear convergence results of the form (13) may be
4

If gt is µt -strongly convex, we can assume ht is µt -strongly convex without loss of generality since we can add

q(xt ) := µt /2kxt k2 to ht and subtract q from gt , and calculation of gradients and proximity operators of the new
functions are given by standard formulas [28].
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possible [24], [31] (we notice also that in [31] ft is not strongly convex, but a special structure
of the regularized Lagrangian is assumed). When r > 0, then the regularized Lagrangian in (6)
is a strongly-convex strongly-concave function, and linear convergence results becomes available
for both static [24], [31] and time-varying optimization problems [7]; the price to pay, though,
is tracking of the unique saddle-point of the regularized Lagrangian function, which does not
coincide in general with an optimal primal-dual pair of (1); see, for example, the results in [24].
Sacrificing optimality for convergence is often appropriate in a time-varying setting, since if the
regularization error is small compared to the drift σt and gradient error et , then a time-varying
regularized algorithm would achieve very similar performance as a non-regularized one, with the
added value of linear convergence.
Letting z∗t be the saddle-point of the regularized Lagrangian when r > 0, and focusing first on
the case where gt = 0, the primal-dual operator At : (x, λ) 7→ (∇ht (x), −ct (x) + rλ) is strongly
monotone with strong-monotonicity constant µt = min{µt , r} (i.e., At − µt I , with I the identity,

is monotone), and Lipschitz continuous with a given constant Lpd
t whenever ct is convex and
continuously differentiable, and with a Lipschitz continuous gradient (a precise derivation of Lpd
t

is available in e.g., [7], [24]). Under these premises, lim supt→+∞ kzt − z∗t k2 can be bounded as
in (14) with σt replaced by σtpd , e an upper bound on the norm of the error in the computation
1

2 2
of the gradient of both primal and dual steps [7], and qt = [1 − 2αµt + (Lpd
t ) ] . Clearly, qt < 1
2
if α is selected as α < 2µt /(Lpd
t ) . These results hold also for the case with non-differentiable

function gt and the proximal operator in the primal step, as shown in Eq. (7).
B. Dynamic regret
The dynamic regret is defined as [15], [16], [18], [19]:
Regt :=

t
X
τ =1

where we recall that

ft∗

=

ft (x∗t )

ft (xt ) −

t
X

ft∗

(15)

τ =1

is in our case the optimal value function obtained by utilizing a

batch algorithm. For strongly convex functions, boundedness of kxt − x∗t k implies boundedness

of the instantaneous regret ft (xt ) − ft (x∗t ) when ft is Lipschitz continuous uniformly in t (e.g.,
the (sub-)gradient of ft is bounded over the set Xt ) [12]; therefore, a recursive application of (12)

gives a bound on the dynamic regret. For the algorithm (3) and its projected gradient counterpart,
it holds that Regt = O(1 + Et + Σt ) [12]. If the path length and the cumulative error are linear
in t, no sublinear regret is possible as is confirmed by the lower bounds provided in, e.g., [16].
When the cost function is not strongly convex and the relaxed conditions for linear convergence
explained in e.g, [34] (for example, a quadratic functional growth condition) are not satisfied,
the dynamic regret then becomes a key performance metric. This is also the case for constrained
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problems, when the un-regularized Lagrangian is utilized to design the algorithm (that is, when
i.e., r = 0 in (6)), since even if the cost is strongly convex, the primal-dual operator is monotone
(but not strongly monotone) if r = 0. A number of results in the literature are available for stepsizes αt ∝ 1/t; here, on the other hand, we recall that we consider regret bounds for algorithms
with a constant step-size since they more naturally fit the time-varying setting. As an example,
consider a smooth cost and set α = 1/L, with Lt ≤ L for all t; then, for an arbitrary “comparator”
wt (i.e., reference for the performance analysis), a bound for the dynamic regret amounts to:

Regt ≤
For example, if wt = (1/τ )

Pτ


L
1 0
kx0 − wt k2 + Σct (wt ) +
E .
2
2L t

∗
i=1 xi ,

(16)

then Σct (wt ) is the diameter of the minimizing sequence.

Other bounds could be derived for approximate first-order information by extending the results
of [16], [19]; they are close in spirit to (16), and they imply that no sublinear regret is achievable if
the metric utilized to capture the time-variability of the problem grows linearly. For completeness,
we refer the reader to the lower bounds in, e.g., [16], [32], and the bounds for primal-dual methods
designed based on the standard Lagrangian function in, e.g., [15] and [7].
IV. D ISTRIBUTED C OMPUTATION FOR INFORMATION STREAMS
Another key aspect of data streams is that they can be distributed across different locations
and sources. With the increasing sheer amount of data, possibly coupled with privacy concerns,
distributed computation plays a crucial role to ensure that the data points are processed as close as
possible to where they are generated. We focus on two key features and challenges in distributed
time-varying optimization with distributed information streams: (i) step-size conditions; and, (ii)
asynchronicity of the updates. Other aspects (e.g., communication vs. convergence, quantization,
federated architectures) are also important in distributed optimization, in par with standard static
processing; we will comment on these aspects in Section V as part of the outlook.
Step-size conditions and synchronicity of the updates are two key differentiators between
traditional static and online distributed optimization; if not handled properly, they may jeopardize
performance and even convergence of standard distributed algorithms when applied to information
streams. Take, for example, decentralized (sub)-gradient descent (DGD): unless the step-size
vanishes, convergence to the optimizer is not assured. On the other hand, as we discussed, if
the step-size vanishes, then tracking of a time-varying optimizer becomes challenging. When
considering cost functions that change over time, synchronicity becomes an even more important
aspect; in principle, nodes at different locations are required to sample cost functions at the
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same instant, otherwise we would be solving problems that pertain to different time instances at
different nodes (jeopardizing performance at best, convergence at worst)5 .
A. Example of time-varying consensus problem
To outline the ideas, consider a simplified version of (1) for a prototypical consensus problem:
N
X
h∗t := minn
hi,t (xt ) .
(17)
xt ∈R

i=1

Consider N spatially distributed nodes labeled as i = 1, . . . , N , each one with a private cost
hi,t (·), which for simplicity of exposition we consider Lt -smooth and strongly convex. The nodes

can communicate via a communication graph G and we will be looking at algorithms that would
allow the nodes to agree on an optimizer x∗t of (17) at any time t, while communicating only with
their neighboring nodes. In the static setting, where the cost functions hi,t do not change over
time, many algorithms have been developed to solve (17) [26], [27], such as gradient tracking,
exact first-order algorithm (EXTRA), dual averaging, dual decomposition, and ADMM (see,
e.g., [35] and references therein) in addition to DGD. We emphasize that the convergence claims
of [26], [27], [35] are for static optimization; a goal of this section is to highlight challenges
in the design and analysis of distributed algorithms when moving from static optimization to
time-varying optimization. Because of space limitations, we refer the reader to the work [36] for
a comprehensive literature review on several aspects on time-varying distributed optimization, as
well as [37]–[39] for examples of online and time-varying algorithms over networks.
DGD involves copies of the variable x to each node, denoted as yi , and generates the sequence
yi,t =

X
i∼j

wij yj,t−1 − αt vi,t ,

t = 1, 2, . . .

(18)

where i ∼ j means that the sum is carried over all the neighbors of i and i itself, wij are
non-negative weights (which are often chosen as the relative degree between the nodes), αt is
the step-size, while vi,t is in this case the gradient of hi,t (·) at yi,t−1 , i.e., vi,t = ∇x hi,t (yi,t−1 ),
or a proxy of the gradient as discussed in Section II. In the static setting, even in the strongly
convex and Lt -smooth setting, the sequence {yi,t } can be proven to converge, in the sense that
P
P
limt→∞ kyi,t − x∗ k, only when the step-size is vanishing: t αt = ∞, t αt2 ≤ ∞ (under some
extra but standard and mild assumptions on the communication graph, e.g., connectedness). When
the step-size is constant, then convergence is achieved only within a ball around of the optimizer.
To understand this result, stack the variables yi,t in a vector yt and rewrite the recursion (18) as
5

We focus on DGD, instead of distributed methods with possibly superior performance, for its simplicity, its

chronological precedence, and because a number of current methods still employ it in some ways at their core.
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yt = Wyt−1 − αt vt ,

t = 1, 2, . . .

(19)

where now W is the matrix that contains the weights wij , while vt is the vector that contains all
the local gradients. In particular, the matrix I − W has maximum eigenvalue equal to 1, with the
corresponding eigenvector with all entries equal to 1. Then, one can interpret (19) as a standard
gradient algorithm to solve the modified problem

min

yt ∈Rn

N
X

hi,t (yi,t ) +

i=1

1 T
y (I − W)yt ,
2αt t

(20)

whose optimizer is different from (17) if αt stays constant, showing that then exact convergence
can never be achieved if αt is constant. It is also apparent that synchronicity must be enforced
otherwise it is not clear what objective is being minimized; if the costs were sampled at different
P
t’s at different nodes, the first term would read N
i=1 hi,ti (yi,t ) which is not the original objective.
Network connectivity

Time-invariant case
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Fig. 6. Numerical simulations for a time-varying optimization problem solved in a distributed way. Top left: the
communication graph consisting of 20 nodes; Top right: tracking error in the time-invariant case; Bottom right: tracking
error in the time-varying synchronous case; Bottom left: tracking error in the time-varying asynchronous case.

In Figure 6, we illustrate the average tracking error

P

i kyi,t

− x∗t k/N for a time-varying

problem defined over N = 20 nodes (connectivity shown in upper left corner). The optimiza-
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tion problem is strongly convex and strongly smooth uniformly in time, and it has the form
P
1
2
minxt ∈R N
i=1 2 kxt − A cos(ωt + ϕi − bt)k + log(1 + exp(xt − ai )), where {ai } and {ϕi } are

drawn i.i.d. from uniform probability distribution of support [−10, 10] and [0, 2π), respectively,
while A = 2.5, ω = π/80. We study the performance of DGD with vanishing step-size (α = 1/t),
DGD with constant step-size, EXTRA, dual decomposition on the adjacency matrix of the
graph, and distributed ADMM. Note that in this setting, the latter three methods have linear
convergence in the static setting, and the latter two converge to an error bound in the timevarying setting [25], [40]. In the static setting (i.e., ω = b = 0), EXTRA, dual decomposition,
and ADMM maintain their theoretical promises and converge linearly. DGD with vanishing stepsize converge slower, while DGD with constant step-size converge to an error bound. When we
consider a time-varying setting, DGD with vanishing step-size diverges, while the other methods
converge to an error bound as expected. Note that even if EXTRA has not been shown to converge
in the time-varying setting, it is expected to do so, since it is linearly converging in the static
setting. Having better performance in static setting does not clearly predict better performance
in the time-varying setting: for example, it seems that dual decomposition does much better in
the time-varying scenario, while in the static setting it is worse than EXTRA and ADMM.
Finally, the lower left corner of Fig. 6 illustrates the case where we introduce asynchronicity
in the sampling of the cost function (in this case nodes can sample functions asynchronously up
to 10 time instances in the past, meaning that each node has an hi,ti , with ti randomly generated
and 0 ≤ t − ti ≤ 10). The error is higher for all the algorithms, but it seems that DGD with
constant step-size is the most robust. This is striking since DGD with constant step-size is the
worst performing algorithm in the static setting, and shows once more that results in a static
scenario cannot be easily translated into time-varying settings.
V. O UTLOOK
Streams of heterogeneous and spatially distributed data impose significant communication and
computational strains on existing algorithmic solutions. Deploying hardware with more powerful
computational means is simply not a viable choice in many applications, and communication constraints still create severe bottlenecks in massively distributed settings. Time-varying optimization
is rapidly emerging as an attractive solution. This article emphasizes that we must revisit key
design principles for batch optimization to enable an online processing of data without losing
information or optimization capabilities.
Figure 7 lists a number of key open questions in the time-varying optimization domain. For
example, motivated by the representative results in Figure 1, we expect research efforts to explore
the feasibility of accelerated methods in time-varying settings, along with efforts to characterize
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Existing robust time-varying algorithms
● Proximal Gradient Method
○ Projected Gradient Method
● Primal-dual Method
● Dual Method
● ADMM

Challenges and opportunities
● Online asynchronous algorithms
● Online accelerated algorithms
● Online nonconvex optimization
● Time-varying communication graphs
● Prediction-correction methods

Application domains
● Power and energy
● Transportation systems
● Autonomous vehicles
● Internet of Things (IoT)
● Robotics
● Communication systems

Fig. 7. Outlook for analytical tools and application domains

the performance of time-varying accelerated methods. Based on our discussion in Section IV,
we also expect lines of research dealing with performance analysis of asynchronous time-varying
algorithms, possibly operating with dynamic communications graphs. Lastly, while the present
paper focuses on time-varying convex programs, we point out that a number of key research
problems pertain to the development of approximate online algorithms for time-varying nonconvex
problems. This is driven by emerging applications such IoT and connected vehicles. Figure 7
also lists a number of application domains beyond the ML and SP areas.
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